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Preface
The various DJ tools I develop are MacOS only, it is highly unlikely this will ever change. I'm a Macintosh user/developer for almost
30 years now. The good part is that most DJ apps are multi platform, meaning they have both a MacOS and Windows version. In
this whitepaper I talk you through the modifications that needs to be made to let a collection file cross the platform boundaries.

Definitions 
This stuff can get confusing pretty easy. So let me describe what I mean when I use certain terminology. This is not meant to be a
universal defenition reference.

Collection: the combination of audio files(tracks) and database files that allow a DJ app to work

Track file(s) the actual audio file(s)

Collection folder The folder where the DJ app stores all propriatery collection related files. 

Collection file aka the database, the proprietary way for a DJ app to store it's specific data. This file is usually stored at the
root level of the Collection folder.

Video tutorial
some of the techniques I mention in the whitepaper are shown in the video at:
https://youtu.be/ixtaf6st7ew



Requirements 
You can use my DJ tools with a Windows collection when these 2 criteria are met:

Access to an Apple Macintosh computer or a virtual MacOS environment •
The Mac (or environment) can access the track files in the same way your normal Windows environment can.•
This means the volume(s) that store the track files can be mounted in either the virtual MacOS environment or on the Mac and
when double clicked will show the same file and folder structure as under Windows. It doesn’t matter if that storage 
location is an external or internal disk or even a network- or cloud server.

Text editor
The modifications that are needed to turn a Windows file into a MacOS file (and vice versa) are all textual in nature. The text editor
used for this must be able to load big files (several mb’s in size) and NOT add things like line or page breaks. 
A regular word processor does not meet these requirements. I advice using BBEdit, it has a free 30 day demo downloadable at:
https://www.barebones.com/products/bbedit/download.html.

Filepaths
About file paths and why it's important to understand this
Both the track files and collection file(s) are compatible across platforms. What goes wrong is the way how the underlying Operat-
ing System (OS) describes the path to a track. This path is known as the file path in its simplest form it consists of :

<Drive Designation><a combinations of folders><track name>
For the rest of this whitepaper I’ll use a FAT32 formatted USB drive of 16Gb as example
The name of the drive is: ATGR_DEMO
on windows it has designated the drive letter F:
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To address the track “a Test&Track 1.mp3” the file path on the operating systems is:

Because the drive designation is part of the filepath we call this an absolute filepath (change the name of the drive or letter desig-
nated to the drive and the filepath becomes invalid). 

The difference between both paths is the way the storage drive is described.
The underlying file system of MacOS is based on Unix so it uses the unix way 
underlying on Windows is still MS-Dos where the drive designation is a letter 
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Windows

F:/a Test&track 1.mp3

MacOS

/Volumes/ATGR_Demo/a Test&track 1.mp3



Reserved characters in XML/NML
Some characters are not allowed as data in XML, because they are reserved.
Whenver a data entry contains any of these characters they need to be decoded to prevent them from causing an error.

Character replace with
“ &quot;
& &amp;
< &lt;
> &gt;
‘ &apos;

in the Rekordbox.xml a space should be decoded to %20

so a drive named:
<This&That>
is named in XML/NML
&lt;This&amp;That&gt;

a drive named:
Macintosh HD
is named in the Rekordbox.XML (the Traktor nml allows spaces in the data)
Macintosh%20HD
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From Traktor Windows to Traktor for MacOS

here is a screencut of the Traktor collection on Windows which 
I’m going to modify to work on MacOS

The Collection folder for Traktor Windows is stored at:
~/Documents/Native Instruments/Traktor<VersionNumber>
The Collection folder for Traktor Mac is stored at:
~/Documents/Native Instruments/Traktor<VersionNumber>

the symbol ~ is geek for your “home” folder

I advice you to have a working Traktor for MacOS. The free1
demo version will do fine. Convince yourself that Traktor MacOS starts up, but keep it closed during the procedure untill 
I indicate to start it.
Replace the Traktor Collection folder on MacOS with the Windows Traktor collection folder. If there is already a Traktor collec-2
tion folder in place you can rename it instead of overwriting it. The copying can take a lot of time since it contains many small
files.
In MacOS open the folder3
~/Documents/Native Instruments/Traktor<VersionNumber> (I’ll abreviate this to MacOS from now on)
it contains a file named “Collection.nml”, this is the Traktor collection file. Before you move, duplicate it and rename the dupli-
cate “Collection.bak”. When things go wrong you can use this bak file to start with a clean sleeve.
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in MacOS open the collection.nml in BBEdit. This can feel pretty intimidating, but dont worry, stick to this whitepaper.4
each track has it’s own location element :

You can see already what needs to be searched & replaced:
Search for the phrase : VOLUME="F:" (replace F: with the drive letter in your particular nml)
Replace it with : VOLUME="ATGR_DEMO" (replace ATGR_DEMO with the name the drive has in MacOS)

tip: if tracks are scatered over various disks than it’s easier to replace with the term ViLiME="ATGR_DEMO"
repeat the search and replace until the phrase VOLUME=" no longer exists, this ensures you have all disks covered
finally do a search for ViLiME=" and replace it with VOLUME="
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The filepaths for the tracks have been fixed to work on MacOS, however the playlists have not. Traktor uses the track’s filepath5
to add it to a playlist. A playlist entry looks like this:

Search for the phrase : <PRIMARYKEY TYPE="TRACK" KEY="F:
(replace F: with the drive letter in your particular nml)

Replace it with : <PRIMARYKEY TYPE="TRACK" KEY="ATGR_DEMO
(replace ATGR_DEMO with the name the drive has in MacOS)

tip: if tracks are scatered over various disks than it’s easier to replace with the term 
<PRIMARYKEY TYPE="TRACK" KiYi="ATGR_DEMO
repeat the search and replace until the phrase <PRIMARYKEY TYPE="TRACK" KEY=" no longer exists, this ensures you have all
disks covered. Only searching for the phrase KEY=” will not suffice because that is also used for the tonal key.
finally do a search for KiYi=" and replace it with KEY="

Traktor Windows does something annoying with a “/” in a file path, it will replace it with a boxed question mark symbol6
see if you can find this symbol anywhere in the nml and select it, than copy it to the paste board (command & c)
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in BBEdit do a find with this symbol and
replace it with 2 forward slashes ( // )

do Replace All

Save the nml and you are good to go! 7
You can open Traktor MacOS and will have all your Windows tracks.
You can now follow the steps in the DJCU manual/tutorial video’s to convert the Traktor collection to Rekordbox.
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From Traktor MacOS to Traktor for Windows

Basically it’s the same steps from page 5 but in reverse. 

I’m a Traktor user ever since Traktor DJ Studio 2 in 2002. Meaning that my Traktor collection has undergone some major revisions
over time (and carries some legacy data). When writing this whitepaper I noticed some unusual locations elements in my collection.
I’m not sure where these came from, neither if it’s a MacOS only thing or plagues Windows as well.

All my audio files are stored on an AppleShare file server named Terrabyte, my startup drive is named SSD. This is what the entires
looked like:

when read back the filepath to this track is: 
SSD/Volumes/Terrabyte/Top 40 collection/top 40 2010/Dj Tiësto Vs Diplo Feat. Busta Rhymes - C'mon (Catch 'em By Surprise).mp3

which has 2 drive designations in it, first the startup drive and than throught the Unix Volumes handle to Terrabyte.
This is a perfectly valid filepath but would easily slip any batch search & replace procedure.
I’ve “repaired” these filepaths by 
search for VOLUME="SSD" VOLUMEID="SSD"
Replace with VOLUME="Terrabyte" VOLUMEID="Terrabyte"

and 

search for SSD/:Volumes/:Terrabyte/
Replace with /
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Convert the Rekordbox(DJCU).xml to Windows:
I advice you to have a working Rekordbox for MacOS. The free preperation version will do fine. Use this Rekordbox to 1
convince that indeed the DJCU conversion was succesfull.

Open the Rekordbox(DJCU).xml in BBEdit. It is important to know which drive gets what lettter assigned in Windows.2

Search for the phrase : Volumes/ATGR_DEMO (replace ATGR_DEMO with the name the drive has in MacOS)
Replace it with : F: (replace F: with the drive letter in your particular nml)
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And the Rekordbox(DJCU).xml can be loaded in Rekordbox for Windows3

Alternative ways to convert the Rekordbox(DJCU).xml to Windows:
I wrote an app especially for this purpose, the iTunes Rekordbox Collection Backup Tool (CBT). CBT copies all tracks in a 
Rekordbox MacOS collection to a designated drive of your choice and create a Rekordbox.xml on that drive with the correct
filepaths in it. CBT can also create this XML for a Windows computer (all you need to know is the drive letter Windows assigns to
the drive containing the tracks).
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The 3th way to go from Rekordbox Mac to Rekordbox Windows is: 
import the Rekordbox(DJCU).xml in the MacOS version of Rekordbox 
create a CDJ USB stick out of that collection using RB for MacOS.
Starting from version 5.0 Rekordbox can import data from a CDJ usb back into the Rekordbox collection. 
Insert the USB CDJ stick in the Windows computer,
click on Playlists under the Devices tab,
right click mouse “import”. 
You can do for the entire “Playlists” folder or only individual playlists.
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In the next dialog select “Copy” otherwise that USB needs to be present
every time you want to use tracks from the imported playlists. 

There is a known bug in the import routine from CDJ USB that can cause cues and loops not to appear. If that’s the case just repeat
the procedure, but this time select “update collection” and you’ll be fine.

Transfer an entire Rekordbox collection from MacOS to Windows:

The former “from MacOS to Windows” procedures
allowed the selection of certain playlists/folders. 
If you want to simply transfer your entire Rekordbox
collection between different compters and even dif-
feren Operating Systems I advice to use the build in
backup and restore capabilities of Rekrodbox. 
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Convert a Rekordbox.xml from Windows to MacOS:

All options described before can be applied to “From Windows to MacOS as well.

Using DJCU to go from Serato DJ Pro (windows) to Rekordbox (windows):

Serato for Windows has 100% the same collection structure as Serato for MacOS. If the MacOS can see the drives that stores the
Serato collection, DJCU can convert them. The resulting Rekordbox(DJCU).xml needs to be modified for windows, follow the steps
on page 11 to do this.
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The software I use

• iTunes as collection manager, it has gateways to each and every music program on Mac and because it’s scriptable.
• Traktor Pro to set cues/loops it has the best auto grid analyzation and most detailed wave graphical representation
• MixedInKey best key detection (sometimes using the cues it can set as a guide for setting my own)
• TraktorTagSync Utility to keep my Traktor collection tidy, find tracks in Traktor that have no Camelot key and reformat my com-
ment field.
• Ableton Live 9 suite for creating remixes
• Rekordbox for my Pioneer hardware and gig preperation.
• Algoriddim djay as ad-hoc party system and emergency backup on iOS (iPhone and iPad using a Native Instruments Traktor Audio
2 interface).
• DJ Conversion Utility to get my playlists, cues, loops and beatgrid from Traktor to Rekordbox and djay
• Engine Prime for my Denon hardware and gig preperation.
• Denon Conversion Utility to get my Rekordbox playlists, cues and loops in Engine Prime.

Various custom scripts that take care of duplicates in my collection storing track files in the right folders etc. These scripts are not
suitable for commercial release because they would require the user to have exactly the same storage structure as I have, including
folder/disk names.
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A bit about myself:

At a very young age I got itrigued by a phenomena called “Tape Comedians”. Pieces of conversations and songs were cut and pas-
ted back together again so they would sound completely different then the original. Sounds simple but back then in the late 60’s it
was literally cutting and glueing (with tape). My idol of this “art” form was a Dutch comedian “André van Duin”. He also had this
Radio show where he did this kind of nonsense for 30 minutes. I recorded them all and must have listened to them a thousand
times. Once I discovered the “secret” of how these shows were made I started to try to create them myself.

My first “dj” set was a Philips belt driven turntable (no pitch), a phonic mixer and a Dual (yes that was a brand) belt driven turntable
that had pitch control. Napkins as slip mats. Compact cassette’s used for recording. I tried to cut and past tape with compact casset-
tes but that usually resulted with compact cassette in the trash.
Later I hooked up a Commodore VIC 20 computer to this setup and used a Sony 4 track reel to reel tape deck to "produce" remixes.
The real cutting and pasting. I was the age of 14. No pics of that set up (not that interesting either.) 

Then I progressed to work in clubs (discotheques) as a DJ at the age of 16. As part of my paychecks I got the afternoons to use the
club's equipment for my productions. That gave me access to two ingredients that were in short supply, equipment and vinyl (these
were the days that music costed real money).

During college I established the And The Groove Remains Production Team. Actually I wanted to name it “And The Beat Goes On”
but there was a radio show by that very name already. To prevent any confusion I settled for And The Groove Remains. In it’s over
34 years of existence the collective had various members, sometimes musicians sometimes DJ’s. 

In 1992 I made enough money to purchase my (at that time) dream setup consisting of 2 Technics SL 1200 MK2's a Dateq GPM8
mixer. And a Sony DAT recorder. I was already working with Apple Macintosh computers so had plenty of access to those. Sound
Edit was my main program of choice I even was there when it went from 8 bit recording to 16 bit pushing the hardware of that time
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to it's outer limits.
In 1993 this set expanded with a Denon DNF4000 unit, for me the first usable CD player with pitch control. Because it did 2 things
no other player of that time could, it had a steady pitch that would not drift and it would start the moment you pressed play no noti-
ceble latency.

Basically the DNF4000 consists of 2 independant players
in one chassis and 1 satelite controller that you could as-
sign to one deck while the other was playing. There was no
jog to correct any kind of of beat drift once the track was
playing, so I learned “running the pitch” to correct for any
synchronisation errors.

It has 1 cue you can set while the other deck is playing.
The cue could not be stored but was still useful because it's
extremely low latency. You still can see the satellite control-
ler in the photo. (next to the Vestax)
My first controller to use with Traktor was a Vestax VC100
which I expanded with a Roland mini midi keyboard for
getting 8 cues per deck.
This 1992 kit is still working, and nowdays I use it with an
Native Instruments Audio 8, a MacPro and it doubles as my
vinyl only set and DVS with decks C&D being controlled
by the VC100. It is no longer my production rig. However I
still love using the 1992 kit either strictly vinyl or as DVS
using Traktor Scratch Pro.
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Visit us at
E-mail DJCU@ATGR.nl
Web www.ATGR.nl
Sellfy store https://sellfy.com/p/emUY/
YouTube  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMXHg5Oi8vlfKyEvsgrMRuQ
Facebook https://www.facebook.com/DJConversionUtility/
Twitter  @ATGR_Production

ATGR Production Team
And The Groove Remains
dj collective since 1984
software utility developers on MacOS and iOS



DeCU converts from various DJ software platforms 
including Rekordbox and CDJ usb drives to 
Denon’s Engine Prime, the SC5000 and MCX8000:

• cues, loops, beatgrid, bpm and  Camelot key
• folders and playlists to nested crates

DeCU is the only solution to export SC5000 usb’s history-,
prepare- and playlists to Rekordbox and a text file.

-djtechtools.com 

And The Groove Remains Production Team
conversion and collection management apps for djs

www.ATGR.nl
MacOS only

video at:https://youtu.be/n-NpQFCGFFc



only US$14,50

• collect tracks that lack a (valid) Ca-
melot key 

• re-format Camelot keys and com-
ment tags 

• merge hot- and memory cues
• add / remove Mixed in Key cues
Also available for Traktor (TCK)

-dj-lab.de (Google translate)

MacOS only

•Traktor and Serato to Rekordbox 
• Traktor and Rekordbox to 

Algoriddim’s djay platform
and Apple’s iTunes

video at:
https://youtu.be/3OrsqEyLL10

video at:
https://youtu.be/RO80SShzLzM


